Chargiﬁ Wx

Hybrid working powered by Chargiﬁ Wx
To create the best experience for your people, we make it simple for workplace
managers to integrate with their existing systems or workﬂows.
Chargiﬁ Wx integrates with leading single sign-on and active directory platforms,
meaning all the authentication and password heavy-lifting is managed and sorted
upfront, so that organizations can sync all of their employees’ records in just a few
clicks. More importantly, knowing their personal data is secure and managed by a
trusted authenticator.

Quicker sign-on
Sync employee details to
Chargiﬁ Wx in just a few clicks

Reduced security risk
Data security by reducing identity
or password theft

Faster adoption
Easy user experience with
simple setup to roll out across
the entire organization
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Network architecture

Secure environment
We take our data privacy responsibilities very seriously, and our promise to you is that we will only store
data that is absolutely necessary to deliver our solution.
With our single sign-on and directory sync integrations, workplace managers no longer need to keep track
of different sets of corporate credentials, eliminating the risk of identity or password theft - giving peace of
mind to both the organization and users. When a user is removed from the active directory, all of their
personally identiﬁable information will also be synced and permanently removed.
Chargiﬁ Wx Cloud is hosted by Amazon Web Services (AWS) and provides a strong level of security in
retaining our data. For more information about secure data storage, please refer to AWS security and AWS
Certiﬁcations
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Quicker sign-on for faster adoption
✓ Quicker sign-in without lengthy authorization process.
✓ Seamless login ﬂows lower friction for users and
increases adoption, without having to remember another
password.
✓ Secure login with existing corporate credentials and
multi-factor authentication, providing peace of mind and
eliminate security risk.
✓ Our SSO API is compatible with any Identity Provider
and supports OpenID Connect protocol.

Faster onboarding with one source of truth
✓ Directory sync enables seamless user lifecycle
management and sharing of employee records in the
directory platform with Chargiﬁ Wx.
✓ Employee records are always up-to-date with
automatic sync, so you can easily onboard or offboard
employees as your team grows and changes
✓ Easily deploy Chargiﬁ Wx across your entire
organization or at multiple locations
✓ Assign employees to teams and their preferred
oﬃce locations in just a few clicks

